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1 Introduction

Standoff detection of chemical or biological agents in the atmosphere is projected to be important in both rural and urban settings. This has focused research in the direction of early detection of airborne hazardous materials in particular. The importance of this endeavor, the many techniques employed, and the urgent need for improved technology are highlighted by Hurst and Wilkins. Since no one technique is currently capable of completely differentiating between hazardous and nonhazardous materials, multiple techniques may have to be employed in tandem and active research is ongoing toward exploiting polarimetric techniques for particulate detection. A few experimental studies aimed at measuring the polarization state of scattered light from particulate matter (PM) species have been done but they are mostly limited to discrete wavelengths in the visible and infrared (IR) regions; emission lines between 9.1 and 12.1 μm from a CO2 laser. Spectral measurements of polarization properties of such samples over a broad wavelength region and at a high spectral resolution are scarce, primarily due to lack of available instrumentation.

A Mueller matrix spectropolarimeter (MMSP) that operates in transmission mode (MMSP-T) and reflection mode (MMSP-R) has been developed that is capable of determining all 16 elements of the Mueller matrix. The diattenuation (linear and circular), retardance (linear and circular), and depolarization properties of the sample are calculated from the Mueller matrix. This system seamlessly spans the 300- to 1100-nm spectral region and has been described, characterized, and reported earlier. The earlier research has primarily focused on probing a plume of PM in situ with a specific state of polarized light and detecting the states of polarized light scattered from the plume akin to a polarization-based LIDAR system. The present research approaches the measurement in a different manner wherein the PM is deposited on glass substrates and measurements are performed in transmission and reflection. This approach could be useful in developing a dedicated polarimeter with an aerosol sampler. This research provides the complete spectral polarization signatures of various PM species and demonstrates the utility of the polarimeter for PM discrimination. Other point detection methods are discussed in the literature.

Table 1 provides a list of several polarimeters developed in the recent past for characterizing aerosols in general, with some intended specifically for detecting bio-aerosols. The operating wavelengths and other design/operation characteristics are highlighted along with the references.

2 Definitions

The polarization state of the incident light invariably undergoes a change when it interacts with matter. There are essentially three different effects a polarizing element can have on incident light, namely, diattenuation, retardation, and depolarization. The optical elements that manipulate incident light in one of the above three ways are called diattenuators (or polarizers), retarders, and depolarizers, respectively. The samples considered here exhibit a combination of the above three polarization characteristics. A brief description of these polarization terms will be given and the details are given in the literature. Diattenuation refers to the different amounts of attenuation experienced by two orthogonal states of polarization. The attenuation is maximum for one state and minimum for its corresponding orthogonal state. Linear diattenuation and circular diattenuation refer to the diattenuation experienced by a pair of orthogonal linear and circular states, respectively. The diattenuation (D) is quantitatively defined as

\[ D = \frac{I_{\max} - I_{\min}}{I_{\max} + I_{\min}}. \] (1)
where \( I_{\text{max}} \) and \( I_{\text{min}} \) refer to the irradiances of the orthogonal polarization states. Diattenuators with \( D = 1 \) qualify to be called pure polarizers.

Orthogonal polarization states may experience a differential phase change, and the phase difference between the two orthogonal states (\( \delta \)) is called retardance. Retardance can be induced through different mechanisms like birefringence and total internal reflection. For a retarder based on birefringence, retardance is given by

\[
\delta = \frac{2\pi}{\lambda} \Delta n d, \tag{2}
\]

where \( \Delta n = |n_1 - n_2| \) is the birefringence or the difference in the refractive indices for a pair of orthogonal polarization states and \( d \) is the propagation length of the light within the birefringent material.

Depolarization refers to the process of turning polarized light into unpolarized light. An ideal depolarizer transforms any incident state of polarization into randomly polarized light. The degree of polarization of light exiting an ideal depolarizer equals zero. The depolarization index is quantified as

\[
\text{Dep}(M) = 1 - \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i,j} m_{ij}^2 - m_{00}^2}{3m_{00}^2}}, \tag{3}
\]

where \( M \) is the Mueller matrix and \( m_{ij} \) are the Mueller matrix elements. \( \text{Dep}(M) = 0 \) corresponds to a nondepolarizing sample whereas \( \text{Dep}(M) = 1 \) indicates an ideal depolarizing sample.

### 3 System Description

The MMSP developed in this research program is based on the dual rotating retarder architecture proposed by Azzam.\(^{18}\) This robust architecture is capable of providing all 16 elements of the Mueller matrix. The calibration routines and data reduction schemes are well established.\(^{19,22}\) The detailed description of the MMSP-T along with the calibration results and performance is detailed in the conference proceeding.\(^3\) With respect to the design, the MMSP-R is identical to that of MMSP-T except that the light exiting the polarization state generator (PSG) is incident on the sample at an angle of 70 deg and the polarization state analyzer (PSA) is set up to receive the specular reflection from the sample. This corresponds to an effective scattering angle of 40 deg. In its current form, reconfiguring the MMSP from one mode of operation to another involves a significant amount of meticulous realignment and recalibration. Hence, a 70-deg incident angle was chosen allowing measurements on certain samples to be comparable to measurements using conventional ellipsometers. Measurements at other scattering angles are of interest chiefly in order to determine the optimum scattering angle leading to a better differentiation and enhanced sensitivity. Measurements using the current system are limited to a single scattering angle. An instrument incorporating in its design an easy way to change the scattering angle has been proposed for the next generation of MMSP along with the other improvements.\(^{23}\)
of the MMSP-R and some experimental results are available in the literature. Figure 1 is a photograph of the entire polarimeter configured in the MMSP-T. Figure 2 is a photograph highlighting the PSG and PSA subsystem of the polarimeter in MMSP-R. The MMSP is operated from 300 to 1100 nm at a 10-nm resolution.

4 System Validation
The MMSP-T was calibrated and validated against a retarder measured independently by two different research groups using different polarimeters. The magnitude of retardance measured by the current MMSP-T is within a degree of agreement with the other measurements. In order to validate the performance of the MMSP-R, the reflection from a boro-silicate microscope slide was measured. Reflection from a dielectric surface produces linear diattenuation. Utilizing the refractive index provided for borosilicate material in the Schott catalog over the desired wavelength region and the Fresnel equations, the diattenuation between the s- and p-polarization states is calculated for a narrow range of incident angles (70 ± 1 deg) to take into consideration the influence due to possible misalignment of the slide in the sample space. Figure 3 is a plot of the theoretical and measured values of linear diattenuation of the microscope slide. The shaded area corresponds to the theoretically calculated diattenuation values over the range of incident angles. The solid black line corresponds to the measured values of diattenuation. Clearly, the measured values are mostly within the range of the theoretically calculated values. The width of this area corresponds to a possible ±1 deg misalignment of the sample.

5 Measurements and Results
The range of PM samples on which measurements was performed include kerosene soot, two soil samples, three different species of pollen, and Bacillus subtilis (BG). BG is a well-known surrogate for anthrax spores and has been extensively used in the research. The optical characteristics of bio-aerosols in general and B. subtilis in particular can be found in Refs. 27 and 28.
represent major constituents of the ambient atmospheric aerosol, and can be considered interferants in the bio-aerosol (in this case BG) detection process. An example of the raw Mueller matrix data for the PM species is given in Fig. 4.

It was not possible to prepare samples consistently and uniformly; however, this inconsistency circumvents any measurement artifacts caused by an identical sample preparation. This inconsistency would appear in any real-world application of the technique. The different species of PM were measured in the transmission mode. Most of the polarization features of the aerosol species examined were found to be negligible (comparable to the measurement made on a blank slide) and hence, those results are not presented here. This is to be expected. Forward scattering from scattering particles provides significant throughput for measuring irradiance but no significant polarization content to measure. Hence, polarimetric measurements in the transmission mode cannot be expected to provide the required polarization features needed for differentiating the various aerosol species.

In reflection mode, the polarization signatures of the different PM species display significant differentiating features as can be seen in Figs. 5–8. The differentiating features seen in these measurements are a consequence of the differences in the size, shape, and optical constants of the scattering.
material. The exact correlation of the morphology and material properties with the measured polarization properties of the scattering particulates was unclear. However, Table 2 summarizes the morphology and material description of the particulates which might contribute to such a correlation. The complex refractive index of particulates has been retrieved using an inversion algorithm which may help validate the existing and future phenomenological studies.

The average polarization property (indicated in each figure) of the three types of pollen is plotted in green along with the standard deviation shown by the green shaded area. Similarly, the average of multiple measurements performed on BG and soil samples are plotted in red and blue, respectively, with the shaded areas corresponding to their standard deviations. The polarization property of kerosene soot is plotted in black and that of the blank microscope slide is plotted in yellow. In plots where the shaded area is not easily visible, the magnitude of standard deviation is comparable to the width of the corresponding line itself.

The polarization properties for the PM species are in stark contrast to each other. Although the linear retardance of pollen is comparable to the blank slide (in yellow), the linear diattenuation of pollen gradually decreases from ∼0.7 at 400 nm to ∼0.2 at 1100 nm. This is in contrast to the linear diattenuation of all the other PM species, as well as the blank slide. The decrease in linear diattenuation is accompanied by an increase in circular diattenuation, although of much smaller magnitude. Also, the depolarization due to pollen increases from ∼0.2 at 400 nm to >0.5 at 1100 nm. The circular diattenuation of all other samples are negligibly small. Similarly, the depolarization indices of these samples are <0.2 over the entire spectral region and featureless. Differentiating polarization features in soil and soot samples can be seen in linear retardance. The soil sample displays an increase in the linear retardance from ∼4 deg at 300 nm to ∼9 deg at 1100 nm. The increase also appears to be quite linear in nature. Soot, on the other hand, has a decreasing linear retardance varying from ∼8 deg at 600 nm to ∼5 deg at 1100 nm. The narrower spectral range over which the polarization properties of soot is measured due to the fact that at the shorter wavelengths, the throughput was too low to be able to make reliable measurements or estimations of polarization properties. Nevertheless, the polarization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particulate</th>
<th>Species/type</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Shape</th>
<th>Material description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pollen</td>
<td>Nettle</td>
<td>∼20 μm</td>
<td>Spheroidal</td>
<td>Cellulose (with protective wall)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ragweed</td>
<td>∼20 μm</td>
<td>Spheroidal</td>
<td>Cellulose (with protective wall)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pine</td>
<td>∼50 μm</td>
<td>Bisaccate</td>
<td>Cellulose (with protective wall)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soil</td>
<td>Construction site</td>
<td>&lt;50 μm</td>
<td>Irregular</td>
<td>Mainly crystalline mineral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseball field</td>
<td>&lt;50 μm</td>
<td>Irregular</td>
<td>Mainly crystalline mineral</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soot</td>
<td>Kerosene</td>
<td>∼0.1 μm</td>
<td>Sphere cluster</td>
<td>Carbon (with traces of organics)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bio-aerosol</td>
<td>Bacillus subtilis</td>
<td>5 μm rods</td>
<td>Clustered</td>
<td>Polymer of sugars and amino acids</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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signatures of PM species typically found in the ambient atmosphere have been completely determined.

Finally, *B. subtilis* or BG (surrogate for anthrax spore) is considered as representative of a serious airborne biohazard. It can be seen from Fig. 5 that BG has linear retardance that is nonlinear over the measured spectral region spanning 300 to 1100 nm in contrast to the other PM species. This trait may be useful in discrimination.

**6 Conclusions**

The complete Mueller matrix and polarization signatures of various PM species have been determined for the first time. The polarization properties of these samples have been determined over the wavelength range 300 to 1100 nm at a resolution of 10 nm. To take these measurements, a one-of-a-kind polarimeter (MMSP) was built which was proven versatile for performing measurements on a variety of samples for a wide range of applications. Using the polarization signatures discovered, it has been demonstrated that the polarimetric technique can be utilized for the discrimination of PM species. In the future, this technique may be exploited for developing sensors for bio-aerosol detection.
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